Manage your tires, without
spinning your wheels

Keep Small Tire Issues from Becoming Big Blowout Problems

Improper tire maintenance can lead to on-road repairs, blowouts, late deliveries, and unsafe
conditions. And on-road tire repairs can cost three times as much as simply performing
proper preventive tire maintenance.
RhombusTM TireAnalytics allows you to manage maintenance teams to ensure they follow
best practice tire maintenance processes consistently across all locations. The system
provides data, actions, and alerts that work together to improve processes, reduce
downtime, avoid reactive repairs, assist technicians, and help you make solid unbiased
purchase decisions.

Less Downtime is Just One of the Benefits
Rhombus™ TireAnalytics is helping our customers lower tire-related
CSA violations to less than 1%!

Know Your Business Like Nobody’s Business

RhombusTM TireAnalytics captures inputs through an easy-to-use, cloud-based mobile
interface. It provides real-time visibility and control of your tire maintenance operations
to reduce costs and increase safety by allowing you to set and enforce policies, ensure
important issues are addressed, and identify the right tires for the job.

Cost per Mile (CPM) Calculation: Helps you make informed purchase
selections and gain negotiating power.

Increased Tire Usage: For improved maintenance and early
identification of issues.

Fewer Breakdowns & On-the-Road (OTR) Repairs: Increasing safety
and productivity, and fewer SLA penalties.

“With Rhombus, we’ve
been able to more
aggressively ride and
rotate tires, ultimately
extending our tire
life/MPT by 20% —
the platform has
easily paid for itself.”

Secure & Cloud-Based: No hardware or IT infrastructure and
reliable operation.

Complete Vision: Instant data and visibility across your entire fleet.

Historical Markers: History of the last inspection for easy comparison.

Real-Time Alerts: To prompt proactive responses through
immediate issue detection.

Convenient & Intelligent App: Mobile app for iOS and Android™ devices.

Feel Like You Won a Medal
Rhombus™ TireAnalytics Silver and Gold Services
Rhombus™ TireAnalytics offers two premium packages. Here’s an explanation of services
and a comprehensive chart to help you decide the right coverage for your business needs.
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Secure, Cloud-Based Platform

No hardware or software to install

Inspection Record Storage

Automatic back-ups and readily available

Bluetooth® PSI and Tread Depth
Measurement Integration

Reduces data collection time and
improves accuracy

Tire Inspection Management

Guides and alerts for tire policies/procedures

Pull Point Management

Helps reduce DOT violations

Tire Policy Administration

Programs policies for clear, consistent
communications

Policy Compliance Management

Tracks compliance with company policies

Alert Management

Ensures issues are addressed before a
vehicle leaves your shop

Warranty Reporting

Stores/identifies data and images for
warranty claims

Unit Analytics

Identifies specific units with recurring issues
and investigates causes

Customer Analytics
for Fleet Leases

Helps rate customers based on usage patterns
to be more competitive when quoting leases

Tire Performance Reporting
by Application/Vocation

Use the information when rating customers
for leasing quotes

Tire Needs Forecasting

Know exactly how many and what types of
tires needed for improved cash flow and
“just in time” inventory control

SILVER

GOLD

“Our technicians and drivers are
more confident with Rhombus.
They know the trucks are going
to get on the road, stay on the
road, and stay safe on the road.”

The Proof is in the PSI

A Rhombus™ TireAnalytics
representative would be happy to
give you a live demonstration to
show you firsthand how Rhombus™
TireAnalytics can save you time and
money, while keeping your business
relationships strong.

“Our technicians are now
taking a more active role —
they feel like they’re making
a larger contribution to the
success of the company.”

Call 1-877-863-6506 to speak with a RhombusTM TireAnalytics
representative, or visit rhombusanalytics.com.
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